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How did we get here?



SMART PHONE 
LIMITATIONS

No powerful lens

Cannot control focus

Cannot control iris 

Limitations of what you see  
on the screen

Cannot organize project  
in folders

 No zoom in or zoom out



Shooting B-roll

Extreme Wide Shot

Every camera movement needs to have a purpose.

The composition of the shot is very important. 

Wide Shot Medium Shot

Be creative on composition shots and sequences.

*Try take as many shots as you can from a single location. 
*Always shoot at 2 - 3 different locations. 
*This will allow you to edit with variety of shots and avoid jumping locations.
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STABILIZER LIGHT MICHROPHONE

GOPRO OSMO
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HELPFUL TOOLS



Most of the editing for our daily stories is a straight cut.

* The cut needs to be done on a pause or change of tone in the 
voice of the reporter. 

 * No cuts in the middle of a word or sentence. 

* No cuts on a camera movement. 

* No cuts in the middle of an action. 

* No shot should be less than 2 seconds. (Unless special effect). 

* No shots more than 6 seconds unless it is a movement.  

* If the soundbite is too long, use video to enhance the interview. 

* Use a fade in and fade out for audio between track and 
interviews. 

* Soundbites need to be at least 5 seconds long for CG unless 
producers knows about it. 

* Sound bites in English need only 2 to 3 seconds in full and fade 
down to translate. 

* Soundbites in English need to stay on until you translate.  

* If you edit back-to-back interviews, they need to be on opposite 
sides (use a mirror effect to fix). 

* If you shoot video handheld and the shot is shaky, use a 
stabilizer effect to fix it. 

*If the video doesn’t have the right color, use the color correction 
effect to fix it.    
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Most of the editing for our daily stories is a straight cut.

Transitions

Dissolves are the most common transitions 

*Use dissolves when there is a change of scenarios. 
*Use dissolves from a day shot to a night shot. 
*Use a sound transition when you are editing shots with different decibels.

Nat Sound Brakes

The Nat sound brake is an excellent and powerful transition 

*Use it only if the nat sound refers to or compliments your 
sentence within context.

Music

Music always enhances stories if used properly 

*Don’t use music during entire story. 
*Use music only when it’s necessary. 
*Use only approved music from music library.


